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 Tuck your seat, close your ribs and engage your core!  
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We have discovered there are several terms used to talk about this 
mysterious ‘center.’ Amongst them are:  the core, center of gravity  
and center of weight. When teachers talk about ‘the core’ or ‘the 
center’ it has been our  finding that they are after an engagement 
of the abdominal muscles in their students; essentially a muscular 
engagement that is evidenced both visually and aesthetically in 
their students’ dancing.   
 
When your teacher wants you to use your core or center, he/she is 
asking you to engage your abdominal muscles. But what exactly 
does it mean to engage your abdominals? We’ve used the phrase 
many times with our students, only to be met with blank stares, or 
the dancers sucking in their stomachs. That’s not quite what your 
teacher is looking for. So lets explore what all of this means. 

 

Another Important Topic! 

 
Turnout and Your Hips 
An awareness of basic  
anatomy will help your  
understanding of the  
limitations of ’turnout’  
expectations. The hip is  
designed more for stability 
than mobility, which is 
understandably why so 
many dancers will always 
have to ’work’ on their 
turnout/extensions.  
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Understanding    

Core Strength! 
 
A ballet dancer needs strong core muscles to  
perform leg lifts, stabilize the torso during 
leaps and facilitate graceful stretching and 
bending during a dance routine. Ballet 
dancers also require considerable flexibility 
and extensive range of motion, especially in the back, hips and ankles.  
 
Core muscles include all of the muscles in your trunk and pelvis. Among these muscles 
are the transverse abdominis, obliques, erector spinae and gluteal muscles. Core 
exercises strengthen these muscles as well as a number of others in the shoulders, 
abdomen, pelvis and buttocks. Most sports and physical activities in general require 
strong core muscles, and ballet is no exception. A weak core results in poor posture and 
increases the risk of falls, lower back pain and muscle injuries.  
 
Ballet dancers must be strong to perform various dance maneuvers. Core strength is 
particularly important for a ballet dancer, as a strong core promotes better balance, 
helps a dancer stay properly aligned and improves stability. Especially for turning. Strong 
muscles in the core and back also decrease the risk of injury. Dancers are particularly 
prone to low back injuries because they must frequently put their backs through an 
extreme range of motion while dancing without having the appropriate strength to do 
so.   
 
A dancer uses core muscles in positions ranging from standing to balancing and turning,  
a weak core makes dancers more susceptible to back injuries. Dancers who are 
hypermobile, or very flexible, have ligaments that can become lax and predisposed to 
injury. Ligaments connect bone to bone in a joint, but muscles are the supporting 
structure around the joint. Strengthening the core can compensate for lax ligaments in 
areas such as the hips. 

A dancer must 

defy many 

things, gravity 

is only one of 

them. 

 

“With strength 
you’ll have control, 
which gives you 
freedom” 
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MORE ABOUT YOUR CORE! 
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The abdominal muscles are extremely important in ballet. We cannot stress this 
enough to young dancers. When you have a strong core you are much more capable 
of dancing properly, feeling better, turning better, jumping higher and you “fight” 
less with your body. Instead of just hoping that the movements will happen the way 
you’d like to see them happen, you’ll be strong enough to control how your body 
moves.  You will begin doing more pirouettes. Your balance will improve. You won’t 
just plie, spring up and hope for the best. Nor will you be straining or collapsing into 
your ending positions.  

 More than just the abdominal muscles are involved in strengthening “the core” for 
dance. 

An image of the muscle groups that, from an 
anatomical perspective, form the core can be 
found in the image on the left.  All of these 
muscles must be strengthened to enhance your 
dance technique. Special equipment is not 
necessarily required, but an understanding of 
how the body works is key to working more 
intelligently while you’re in class. The regular 
use of these muscles during your dance 
practice should strengthen and train these 
muscles. 

It also doesn’t hurt to work outside of class on 
this very important muscle group. 

Practice engaging your abdominals as you do daily activities to strengthen and form 
a habit of supporting movement using your core. Then you can focus on other 
things as you dance while they’re already engaged. 

 

Why Engaging Your Core is SO Important! 
 
What’s the big deal about this magical part of the body? Why is it so important to my 
dancing? The answer is freedom. Freedom in the arms and legs, the spine, and torso 
is created when a dancer has control of the space where all of these extremities 
attach – the center of the body. Freedom comes from strengthening, engaging and 
stabilizing the core.  

 
“Ballet  

technique is 

arbitrary and 

very difficult. 

It never  

becomes 

easy... it  

becomes 

possible. “ - 

Agnes de 

Mille  
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“Respect your 

body. Eat well. 

Dance forever.”  

― Eliza Gaynor 

Minden  

Strengthening Exercises 
 
A wonderful and simple way to improve the strength of your core muscles for ballet, is 
doing slow press ups in retire position. Another Great way to build core strength is to do  
Fondu or Grand Rond De Jambe until you feel like you can’t do it anymore, at that point 
you should do two more sets. 
 

 Using the barre lightly, press up slowly, maintaining your posture and turnout. 
 

 Be aware of moments where your neck, shoulders or arms tense up - that is where 
you are letting go of your core strength. It's an easy marker to watch for. When you 
can do this effortlessly, you are ready to do it without the barre. This will build 
strength for every movement. You will feel much stronger in pirouettes and will be 
able to add more turns.  

 
Crunches– Proper Crunches. 
 

 When you perform a crunch and see that upper layer (the rectus abdominis) 
bunching up or pushing out, it means that the inner most layers, particularly the 
transverse abdominis, are not being activated. You are working/strengthening 
muscles, however, you are not working the ones that will help you most in your 
dancing. The inner abdominal, and other core muscles are most important for 
executing movement with ease. 

 

 You'll continue to build strength if your basic ballet exercises are done accurately. 
Core muscles with the addition of turnout, is where you start, in your aspirations to 
pointe work and dancing classical choreography.  

 

Engaging Your Pelvic Floor 
Teachers sometimes find this an embarrassing topic but the muscles 
of the pelvic floor are extremely important in dance. Without going 
into much detail, let’s just try a few methods and images to help you 
discover how to engage them. Lie face down on the floor, with your 
forehead resting on your arms in front of you. 
 

 Imagine and try to activate the same muscles you would use to 
stop urination (yes, as in “peeing”) mid-flow. Say hello to your 
pelvic floor muscles! Bend your left leg and grab your left foot 
with your left hand. 

 If that’s too icky, try this: While standing with feet slightly apart, 
imagine and try to “narrow” the pelvis by bringing your sits bones 
(those two bones you feel against the floor when you sit up tall) 
closer together. You are not trying to squeeze  

The sits bones (or ischial 
tuberosities) point 

downward. To narrow 
the pelvis think of bring-
ing those two “loops” at 
the bottom of the pelvis 

together.  


